
 
Late Egyptian1 is the distinct idiom of the non-literary texts of the 20th and 21st dynasty. 

Closest resemblance is with such texts from the 19th dynasty. Less similar is the language in 

which the Late Egyptian Stories are composed — with the exception of the Report of 

Wenamûn which is written in pure Late Egyptian. Still more distant than the idiom of the 

Stories is that of other literary texts, like the school texts (the Miscellanies), the love songs, 

and some of the royal inscriptions, in particular of the 20th dynasty (Ramesses III, etc.). 

The inscriptions of Amenophis IV Akhnaten (such as the border stelae) display very 

significantly Late Egyptian features, though in a different spelling. Late Egyptian syntactic 

characteristics can be found in earlier inscriptions of the 18th dynasty, and some — like the 

definite article already in traces of Proto Middle Egyptian of the Old Kingdom. There is, 

however, not a direct and straight line of development that leads to Late Egyptian proper.  

Rather is it the result of a parallel development of idioms, till then non-literary, though with 

constant mutual contacts and exchange. 

For the writing of Late Egyptian — which is hieratic, according to the nature of the texts 

written in this idiom — two different standards, or systems, are used variantly.  Words of the 

traditional Egyptian literary lexicon are spelt traditionally, though in a way that may appear 

somewhat sluggish — with many additional ’s, ’s, and ’s, particularly in the end of 

words, whereas expected final ’s and other graphemes may be wanting. The other standard 

is a phonetic spelling, called syllabic orthography, or group writing. As may be expected, it is 

mainly used for words that were not written till then, be it that they are loans from another 

language (mostly Semitic Canaanite of Palestine and Syria), or that they are confined to an 

idiom that was not produced in writing till then. 

The coexistence of these two standards makes the traditional transcription of Late Egyptian 

very unsatisfactory. The only resort out of this — apart from refraining from transcribing — 

seems to be to distinguish these two standards in the transcripion, and this will be attempted 

in the following — which is an innovation in Late Egyptian studies. The traditional spellings 

are rendered in italics, as usual. Certain sound changes will be taken account of, so in using d 

and t, respectively, for ancient D and T, respectively, that have become de-palatalised, and 

                                                
1  “Late Egyptian” is the English term for an idiom that is called “New Egyptian” in other languages, such as 
German and French.  
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consequently merged with d and t, in the late OK. The syllabic script, however, will be 

rendered in a Roman font. Vowels will not be indicated. E.g., 

  n mn ktj 70  

mn  < jn(-jw?) nn-wn;  Coptic en(e) mN-. 

 n br jm 

br:  cf. Greek bãriw. 

   jw≠w m xbr 

xbr:  cf. Heb. rb#j## x› åb›r “guild” < *xábr-. 

 
’rm wrktr  

’rm: ? — Coptic B nem-. — wrktr:  Can. *barkata-’Œli  “present/blessing of god” ? 

“Syllabic” spelling: 

W. SCHENKEL, in Lexikon der Ägyptologie VI, 114–122; J. E. HOCH, Semitic Words in Egyptian Texts of the 

New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period, 506. 

’a , ,  ,      

ya  yi  yu ,   

‘a , , ,  ‘i  ‘u   

wa , ,  wi  

ba ,  bi , ,  bu  

pa , ,  pi  pu  

fa  (> ƒ),  fi   
Etc. ... 

Examples:  xarpa, the town of Aleppo (Arab. H |alab);  Çiduna, Hebr. 

/odyx! SŒdøn, Greek Σιδῶν, the town of Sidon;  markabata, Can. 

*markabat(a), Hebr. hb*K*r=m^ markåbåh, ‘chariot’;  maryana, ‘maryannu 

warrior, knight’;  ga-Ça, Akk. gaSSu, Arab. qaSS, Greek guvyo", ‘gypsum, 

plaster’;  ba-ru-ga-ta, ‘beryl’; Akk. barraqtu, Hebr. tq#r#b* bår› åq›† < *baráqt-,  

A1
5 ^ 8

5 8
8
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Sanskrit marakata, Greek Σμάραγδος (cf. Sem. *b-r-q ‘to flash, shine’), ‘emerald’;  

 ’anlu-na, Hebr. /oLa^ ’alløn *’allån-, Akk. alanu ‘oak tree’.  

 

A.  The Noun 
There are two genders, or noun classes:  masculine and feminine;  and two numbers:  singular 

and plural, with rudiments of the dual, as a third number.  With the substantive, the adjective 

and the numerals up to 10, gender and number distinction is effected by the respective 

endings, which are, however, impaired by the general phonetic development since the late Old 

Kingdom.   

 Singular Plural †Dual 

masculine — —w —wj 

feminine —t —(w)t —tj 

The remnant dual forms are used as the plural forms of words for body parts that exist in 

pairs:  awj “arms”, rdwj≠n “our feet” (i.e., our pairs of feet). 

With humans beings, the natural gender corresponds to the grammatical gender without 

any exceptions;  i.e., all words for female beings are feminine, all words for male beings are 

masculine.2  Expressions of situations, abstracts, etc. (the “neuter” category) are realised in 

the masculine form, in contradistinction to Middle Egyptian, which has here the feminine:  cf. 

LEgn. pA-(I.)-Dd≠f (masculine) with MEgn. Ddt.n≠f, “what he said” (feminine).  

 

1  The Substantive (Common Noun) 

1.1  MORPHOLOGY 

Masculine substantives have no ending in the singular, feminine substantives have -t.  In the 

plural, the endings are -w and -wt, respectively.  

This, however, seems to have been the state of affairs until the mid-Old Kingdom only.  

After that, several changes appear to have happened on the phonetic level.  On the one hand, 

                                                
2 This is not so, e.g., in German (das Weib, die Geisel, etc.), and in Arabic (al-xalîfatu “the successor”, al-‘ag ˚ûzu 
“the old woman”). 
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syllable-final t became a glottal stop.  On the other, the stressed syllables were the only ones 

that preserved the quality of their vowel, whereas the other vowels ended up in something like 

a shwa or disappeared at all (phonemic zero).  By Ramesside times, the feminine ending, 

vowel plus t, had become indistinguishable from any other unstressed vowel plus [÷], and 

scribes did not anymore take much care to render it in writing.  Similarly, the masculine and 

feminine plural endings, w and wt, respectively, must have lost much of their phonetic 

peculiarity and are, in consequence, not always distinguished in writing, neither one from the 

other, nor from the respective singular forms. 

Examples:   Srj “son, boy”;   Srjt “daughter, girl”.  In 

particular, the feminine ending is absent when the noun is rendered in group writing [which is 

basically a phonetic system];  e.g.,  r’ = rjt “side”.  On the other hand, the 

spelling of masculine nouns may display a final t;  e.g.,  dmj “town, settlement”. 

In general, the feminine singular ending t survives as such before a suffix pronoun.  In this 

case it is rendered phonetically (i.e., in group writing), viz. by  or  t :   

 sbA(y)t≠f “its doorway” P. Lansing 12, 2;   psdt≠f 

“its Ennead” (LRL 44, 10);   nHbt≠w “their neck” pBM 10 052, 14, 18 (GTR). 

Nouns (in particular, collective and abstract nouns) that are obviously singular may show 

the mark of the plural, as in  aA n jst “head of team” (LRL 1,1 (bis));  

 pAy≠j-sxr “my state” (LRL 2,8);   tA-mdt “the matter” (LRL 

6,5). 

On the other hand, the plural mark may be absent in the spelling of nouns that are clearly 

plural:    nA-(m)aHawt “the tombs” P. BM 10054, rt. 2, 8;    nA-dbAwt “the 

coffins” P. BM 10054, rt. 2, 10. 

Many plural forms of masculine substantives and adjectives display an ending -y(w). This 

is new as compared to Middle Egyptian, except for the imperfective participles;  cf., in Late 

Egyptian, plural forms like  rxyw “knowing men”;   sdmyw 
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“servants” (i.e., those who listen).  The intrusion of [j] may be triggered by the presence of A, a 

phoneme that became mute before the New Kingdom:   wxAyw “letters”;  

 HkAyw “magic spells”;   qAyw “high ones”;  in particular, 

,   aAyw “great ones” (> -voy3 and -oi4).  Another condition 

for the intrusion of [j] seems to have been the ending .  If the plural ending is added to  

this will yield  or :  ,  nHsyw “Nubians”;  

 jsyw “tombs”;   jryw “those belonging (to…)” (> erhy 

“each other”);  nisba adjectives derived from words ending in -t:   xftyw 

“enemies”;   jmntyw “westerners”;   drtyw “ancesters”. 

Nevertheless, a phonetic condition for the intrusion of y cannot be ascertained in all cases. 

Semitic feminine nouns loaned by Egyptian are a case apart.  In Canaanite, the feminine 

ending *-(a)t- was obviously still pronounced like this in the second millennium (in Hebrew: 

åh).  When such words entered Egyptian, the ending became an integral part of the word.  

Usually they were also used as feminines in Egyptian, though one may have doubts whether 

the Semitic feminine ending was felt as such by the speakers of Egyptian.  

 mrkbt “chariot” (Canaanite *markabat-, cf. Hebrew m›rkåbåh);  

 cgrt “wagon” (Canaanite *‘agalat-, cf. Hebrew ‘agålåh);   ’spt 

“quiver” (Canaanite *’a†påt-, cf. Hebrew ’i‚påh ). 

 

1.2  DEFINITENESS. 

A noun phrase may be definite, or indefinite.  Otherwise, it may be in the absolute state 

(which has a notional affinity with the indefinite state). 

                                                
3 In eiervoy “rivers” < jtrw(w) aAyw “big rivers”;  Rrvoy “kings”. 
4 A Rra(e)i “kings”;  B s!oyi “(great) scribe” < sXAw(w) aAyw;  àLlo(e)i “old men” > xry(w) aAyw. 
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Definite noun phrases are those built upon the definite article, the demonstrative pronoun 

(or article), or the possessive pronoun (or article);  furthermore, they may be formed by a bare 

noun expanded by nb “every”, or by the suffix pronoun.  

pA-rmt “the man”, pAy-rmt “this man”, pAy≠f-rmt “his man”, rmt nb “every man”, sn≠f “his 

brother”. 

Indefinite noun phrases are those built upon the indefinite article, or they may be formed 

by a bare noun expanded by nb “any” (homonymous with nb “every”). 

wa-rmt “a man”, rmt nb “any man” (homonymous with rmt nb “every man”).   

The state of a noun conditions several syntactic features. 

• Definite noun phrases may be expanded by adjectival clauses (i.e., relative clauses;  e.g., pA-
rmt nty jm “the man who is there”) whereas indefinite phrases can only be expanded by clauses 
of circumstance (e.g., wa-rmt jw≠f jm “a man who is there”);  by the way:  proper nouns can be 
expanded by clauses of circumstance (e.g., NN. jw≠f jm “NN., who is there”), or by 
substantivised relative clauses used in apposition (e.g., NN. pA-nty jm “NN., who is there”). 

• Indefinite phrases cannot be subjects in the present tense system, unless embedded in a wn 
construction (definite, pA-rmt Hr sdm, but indefinite, wn wa-rmt Hr sdm);  etc.  This is not true, 
though, of the perfect forms with statives, such as sw Sm “he went”:  we may expect a wa-rmt 
Sm “a man went”.  

Definite noun phrases are used for things and persons already mentioned, or known 

generally, or known to the speaker.  Indefinite noun phrases are used for designating things 

and persons to which this does not apply. 

The bare noun: 
The bare noun, without any of the combinations mentioned above, is the form of the noun in 

the absolute state.  A noun is found in the absolute state (as a bare noun) when used as a 

predicate, or as a rheme, with partitive meaning, in indications of time, and in idiomatic 

expressions. 

1)  Predicative expressions of qualification or categorization, viz. 

• the non-definite predicate in nominal sentences (xsbd Snw≠s “her hair is lapis lazuli”;  

jtrw aA tAy≠f-st sdr “its sleeping place is a big river”; 

• a rhematised subject in a nominal sentence5 (jw pAy≠f-pr xftj n pA-dmj “since his house 

is (like) an enemy for the (whole) settlement”);  also if the use of the subject as rheme is 

                                                
5  In the nominal sentence, the natural sequence of elements is predicate – subject.  However, the subject may be 
rhematized for particular notional or stylistic effects, which yields a sequence theme – rheme. 
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grammaticalised (i.e., in the case of a pronominal theme of the 1st/2nd person]:  ntk jAw SS 

“you are a silly old man”;  

• nouns that are governed by the m of predication;  in particular, when indicating a 

professional role ((I.)wn m Hry-pdt “who was (then) a troop captain”), family relation (wn≠j 

m Hmt m-dj wa-mnjw jHw “I was the wife of a cowherd” (lit. “I was as wife with a 

cowherd”).  

2)  Partitive expressions, 

• indefinite quantities, such as jw≠f (Hr) djt n≠j aqw Hnqt “and he gave me bread and 

beer” (du pain, de la bière);  or kind, type, or form (jx m Atp “what kind of load ?”); 

• subject and object expressions in negative sentences, unless of definite meaning. 

S u b j e c t :  mn m-dj≠j rmt “I have not got any people” (cf. wn m-dj≠j wa-rmt “I have 

got a man”);  o b j e c t :  b-py≠n sdm nkt “we haven’t heard anything”;  m dy br m-dj≠f r 

pA-tA n Kmt “don’t let a boat of his own (go) to Egypt”. 

3)  Indications of time 

hrw “(on) the day” (but pA-hrw “this day”, m pA-hrw “today”);  dwA, dwAyt “(in) the 

morning”;  dwA “morrow”, “tomorrow”;  grH “(in) the night” (but pA-grH “tonight”);  etc. 

4)  In idiomatic expressions, viz. 

• in adverbial expressions with an abstract noun expanding the preposition m, such as m 

mAat “in truth”, “truly”;  m aDA “in falsehood”, “wrongly”; 

• in attributive specifications built upon the genitival n, such as Hnww n nbw Hd Hsmn 

“vessels of gold, silver, and bronze”, pA-Hnw n wdH “the offering vessel”, wSbt n mwt 

“capital charge”;  

• when expanding a verb, hereby forming a new lexeme; 

sdm xrw “to hear someone speaking” (lit. “to hear a voice”) 

sdm mdt “to have command of (a language)” (lit. “to hear a speech”) 

dj xt m “to kindle, to ignite” (lit. “to put fire into”) 

5)  Furthermore, the form of the bare noun is found in titles preceding proper names (thus 

perhaps becoming part of the proper noun phrase).  Certain old titles, like TAty “vizier”, are 

usually found without an article, even when not used individually, i.e. with a proper name. 
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2  The Article 

2.1  THE DEFINITE ARTICLE 

The definite article is a deictic pronominal element that is, by its very nature, necessarily 

associated with a noun;  in other words:  it is inevitably expanded by a substantive or its 

equivalent.  

Masculine singular   pA- 

Variant spelling in hieroglyphic writing:       

Feminine singular  tA- 

Plural (communis) ,   nA- 

In texts of dynasty XIX, also  nA-n-. 

2.2  THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE 

The indefinite article of the singular originates in a contraction of the number wa, fem. wat, 

“one”, and the particle of the indirect genitive, n.  Being an article, it is by nature proclitic.  In 

this way it was reduced to a form wa- that is invariable for gender (whereas the numeral 

“one”, being used in the prosodic absolute state, has preserved gender distinction even in 

Coptic).  The plural form originates in the construct state (i.e., the article form) of nhj n, 

which – if used with the plural of a substantive – means “some”.  nhj is basically an indefinite 

pronoun, “some”, “several”. 

Singular indiscriminately  or  wa(-n)- “a” 

In texts of dynasty XIX, also wa-n-. 

Plural  nhj-n- “some” 

The spelling of nhj-n- is partly phonetic  (i.e., in group writing)and might therefore be 

transcribed as nhy-n-.  Cf. the Coptic derivative àen-. 

 

3  The Adjective 
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Basically, adjectives are either used as predicates or as attributes. The adjective used as 

predicate is devoid of all endings, whereas the attributively used adjective is in full concord 

with the noun which it expands, sharing with it the respective gender and number morphemes.  

In Late Egyptian, though, these endings are even less carefully written than those of the 

substantive. 

Word order:  the attributive adjective always follows its noun. 

 noun – adjective (attribute, in concord)   

The adjective may also be used independently, i.e. not expanding a noun.  In respect to 

morphology the substantivised adjective resembles the attributively used adjective. Gender 

and number depend on that of the signified entity.  

The predicative adjective is used in the pattern of the adjectival sentence, or sentence with 

adjectival predicate, 

  adjective (predicate) – noun (subject) .   

One of the characteristics of this is the use of the dependent pronoun as subject (nfr sw 

construction). 

 

The adjective nb   

Nb “every” can be used attributively only.  It can not be substantivised;  “everyone” is 

expressed by wa nb, lit. “every one”.  nb can expand substantives (jpwt nbt “every mission”;  

at≠k nbt “all your body parts”), but also the nuclear element of relative constructions that do 

not have an antecedent (pA-nty nb, pA- + participle + nb, pA- + relative form + nb, “every one 

who…”, etc.).  

Word order:  nb is positioned between the substantive and any other adjective:  mdt nbt 

nfrt “every good matter”. 
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4  Noun Syntax:  Apposition and Genitive 

There are two ways in which a noun (or noun phase) can be qualified by another noun (or 

noun phase):  either by a noun in apposition, or by a genitival expansion.  This is true of 

substantives.  Proper names can not be qualified by a direct genitive, see below. 

4.1  APPOSITIONS 

Jmn-Ra nswt ntrw “Amen-ra‘, king of the gods” (a classical expression, hence without 

articles);  Jnpw pA-sn aA n Bt “Anûp, Bata’s elder brother”;  Bdr pAy≠f-wr “Badir, its prince”.   

4.2  THE DIRECT GENITIVE  

The genitival phrase is usually definite, although also indefinite phrases occur.  In the definite 

genitival phrase, both the first and the second noun use to be overtly definite:  either both 

nouns expand a definite article, or the second noun expands a demonstrative or a possessive 

article instead, or is expanded by a suffix pronoun;  also proper names may be found in the 

second position. 

tA-st nA-rHtjw n Pr-aA “the place of the washermen of Pharaoh”; tA-Hrrt pA-aS “the flower of 

the pine”; tA-jnt pA-aS “the Valley of the Pine”; tA-st tA-Snwt n Pr-aA “the administration of the 

granary of Pharaoh”;  nA-bdt Îr “Hori’s grain”; tA-xAst Gbtj “the desert of Coptos”. 

In a definite direct genitive phrase, the first noun has no article if it is a word for a body 

part, like drt “hand”;  a “hand”;  jb “heart”;  HAtj “heart”;  qnj “bosom, embrace”;  also the first 

elements of traditional titles and other Classical residues are never found with an article.   

m drt Smsw A. “in the hand of messenger A.” (for the use of the title Smsw without article, 

see above, 2.1, bare noun, no. 5);  m drt ∂Hwtj “in the hand of Thoth”;  qnj mwt≠f “the 

embrace (lit. bosom) of his mother”;  dwAw Hr awj pA-ntr “tomorrow is in God’s hands”;  m-

dj sXA pr-Hd “from the scribe of the treasury”. 

The second noun has no article when it expresses a qualification, like a material, or a 

provenance, etc. tAy≠f-jst xr “his Syrian crew” (lit., “his crew of Syria”); nA-wHaw Apdw “the 

fowlers” (lit., “the bird fishers”); nA-XAw(t) Hmt aAyw “the big copper mines” (note that the 

attributive adjective aAyw expands the genitival phrase as a whole, rather than one of its 

elements); pAy≠f-psS AHt “his share of field”. 

An indefinite phrase can be found in stj sgnn “a scent of ointment”. 
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4.3  THE INDIRECT GENITIVE 

The marker of the genitive is invariably n. Whereas writings like  and  do occur they do 

not necessarily follow on a feminine or plural noun, respectively, as is the rule in Classical 

Egyptian.  Basically, both the first and the second noun is overtly definite, i.e. they expand a 

definite, demonstrative or possessive article, or is expanded by definite nb;  the second noun 

may also be a proper noun.   

tA-mdt n nA-aAw “the matter of the donkeys”; tA-mdt n nA-Hnw n w(A)d “the matter of the 

vessels of smaragdus”;  SAa m pA-tS n pA-Ra r tA-Sd n (5) pA-tS “beginning from the district of 

Pre down to the well of the district” LRL 11,4–5 (NB.  pA-Ra is a proper name, of which the 

article pA- is part);  tAj-Srjt n ≈⋲nsw-ms “this daughter of Khensmose”;   

The first noun has no article if it is indefinite:  jr jr≠j HH n btA “if I did millions of 

wrongs”;  if it is a title that precedes a noun:  sXA ∂Hwtj-ms n pA-xr aA Spsj “the scribe 

Dḥutmosǝ of the great, noble necropolis”. 

 

5  The Demonstrative Pronoun 

Masculine singular  pAy, pAy- 

Feminine singular  tAy, tAy- 

Plural (communis)  nAy, nAy- 

The demonstrative pronoun is but rarely used as a pronoun (this one), without any expansion.  

In this case, an alternative form pAw, tAw, nAw can be found.  Most often, though, the 

demonstrative pronoun is used as an article, i.e. it is expanded by a noun.  

(1)  P. Mayer A, 10, 22–3 (= KRI VI, 823, 12–13). 

 

jw b-py pAy Sm jw≠f m Srj 

“But this one did not go as he is (still) a child.”  

(2)  P. Salt 124, 2, 1 (= KRI IV, 410, 12–13). 
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sxA (r) pAw pAy≠f-Srj pt r-HAt≠f r tA-st n nA-jryw-aA  

“Denunciation as to this: his son has run in before him unto the post of the gate-keepers.” 

(3)  P. BM 10 054 v° 1, 6 (= KRI VI, 490, 9–10). 

 

m Hsbt 13 n pr-aA a.w.s. 4 rnpt r tAy  

“In regnal year 13 of Pharaoh, four years ago” (lit., four years to this)  

This very demonstrative pronoun is also used as a personal pronoun of the third person in 

nominal sentences of types N pAy and pA-N pAy, “he is a/the …”, or “it is a/the …”. 

(4)  Prince 4, 8–9 (= LES 2, 5). 

 

jw≠f (Hr) Dd n≠f Tsm pAy   

“He told him: ‘It is a dog!’” 

NB.  In some standing phrases, the old paradigm pn, tn, nn can be found:  hrw pn “(on) 

that day” (not to be confounded with pA-hrw “today”), and st tn “this realm”. 

 

6  The Personal pronoun 

6.1  THE SUFFIX PRONOUN 

If attached to a verb, the suffix pronoun serves as subject of a verbal sentence (in the so-called 

suffix conjugation, especially the sdm≠f construction):  sdm≠f “he heard”.  It is also used with 

auxiliary verbs that serve for tense formation (jr(y)≠f, jr.t≠f;  p(y)≠f;  wnn≠f, wn≠f, wn.jn≠f 

[sdm.jn≠f construction];  aHan≠f [originally a sdm.n≠f construction]). 

If attached to a noun, it serves as possessive pronoun in respect to inalienable possession 

(body parts, etc.:  rdwy≠f “his legs”).  The determinating element pAy=/tAy=/nAy≠, expanded by 

the suffix pronoun, serves as the possessive pronoun in the case of alienable possession 

(pAy≠f-pr “his house”).8 

                                                
6  O. Kairo 25 530, 1 (= KRI V, 542, 10), zitiert § 13.4.11, Bsp. 1). 
7  P. Turin 1880, 1, 5 (= RAD 53, 3), zitiert § 13.4.1.2, Bsp. 5. 
8 There are a few obvious instances of suffix pronouns expanding article plus noun, see Wente LRL 47 note f (on 
LRL 28, 6):   
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The base tw expanded by the suffix pronoun of the 1st and 2nd persons forms the subject 

pronoun for the adverbial sentence (tw≠j dy “I am here”), or the new object pronoun (xwj≠j 

tw≠k “I will protect you”), which begins to compete in this function with the dependent 

pronoun. 

6.2  THE DEPENDENT PRONOUN 

The dependent pronoun is used for the object of the verb, except with the infinitive. In this 

function, it is increasingly in competition with the new object pronoun which is emerging in 

Late Egyptian. Furthermore, the dependent pronoun is used as subject of an adjectival 

predicate (in the nfr sw construction).   

6.3  THE ABSOLUTE PRONOUN 

The absolute pronoun is the quotation form of the pronoun, and it serves as a nominal 

predicate (in the nominal sentence):  jnk pw “it is I”. Furthermore, the pronouns of the first 

and second persons serve as subject in the nominal sentence (properly, grammaticalised use of 

the subject as rheme, and, consequently, of the predicate as theme):  jnk rmt n Kmt “I am an 

Egyptian”. In this function it bears no stress and is therefore devoid of a distinct vowel, as is 

shown by Coptic spelling.  

The absolute pronoun is used for frontal extraposition, this being in Egyptian a way of 

expressing a stressed (i.e. topicalised) personal pronoun:  ntk m-r-a I.jr≠w wxA≠k m-dj nm 

m-r-a “and with whom are they to seek you, in addition ?”.  Furthermore, the absolute 

pronoun is used for backward extraposition;  in this case it is preceded by the clitic gr:   ntk jx 

pA-(I.)jn≠k n≠j gr jnk “What have you brought for me ?”.  The absolute pronoun can also 

follow on another pronoun in a reinforcing function:  jw≠j Hms jnk Hna ... “whereas I myself 

dwelled with ...”. 

After dynasty XX, the absolute pronoun, or a pronoun of the same appearance, is used in 

predicate function for expressing belonging or possession, rather than identity:  ntf pA-ym “the 

sea belongs to him”. A pronominal subject appears in the form of a dependent pronoun: ntk 

sw “it belongs to you” (the nfr sw construction).  Before dynasty XX, the old absolute pronoun 

was used in this function, as described in the following. 

                                                                                                                                                   
pA-wbA≠j the open court of mine LRL 28, 6;  pA-pr≠f the house of his O. DM 303, 8;  pA-aA≠w the greatness of 
them P. Adopt. rto. 18 (JEA 26, 1940, pl. VI);  pA-Haw≠tn Simpson, P. Reisner II, XA, 3.  Questioable:  Kadesh 
Poem § 275 nA-mtr≠j r aHA (Gardiner, The K |adesh Inscr., p. 13:  the witnesses to me as regards the fighting;  
aliter Wente, JNES 22, 1963, 206–207). 
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Predicative, #jnk sw#  (Ndef. nty jnk sw;  Nindef. jw jnk sw) 

(6)  P. Turin 1882 rto. 2, 3f. (JEA 41, 1955, VIII). 

 

wn mdt jw jnk sw m dwn r-Dd …  

“there is a word that is constantly mine, namely…” 

(7)  O. IFAO 869 (BIFAO 72, 60 + pl. XX:  no. 68). 

 

jr pA-mAwd nty m tA-kAr jw jnk sw  

« Quant à la palanche qui est dans la chapelle, elle m’appartient » 

(8)  Möller, Eheverträge, 10. 

N.  

st-Hmt N. tAy-snt nttsic jnk sw 

“the woman N., this sister of mine” (lit. which is mine). 

(9)  P. Straßburg Nr. 39 vso. 11–12 (ZÄS 53, Tf. XX–XXI) . 

N. pAy-xnm nty ntk sw 

 “N., this friend of yours” (definite noun phrase) 

(10)  P. Straßburg Nr. 39 rto. 8–9 (ZÄS 53, Tf. XX–XXI). 

jm Hnj Smsw jw ntk sw m-sA≠f 

“make a retainer of yours follow him” (indefinite noun phrase) 

(11)  LES 71, 12 (Wen 2, 46). 

wa-wdpw jw ntf sw 

“a butler of his” (indefinite noun phrase) 

 

6.4  THE POSSESSIVE ABSOLUTE PRONOUN  

The old absolute pronoun follows a noun in apposition as an expression of the possessor. In 

contradistinction to the possessive pronoun (when used as possessive article) it does not 

render the noun phrase definite. It is either used when the phrase is in the absolute state (rmt 

jnk “(is) a man of mine)”, or is meant to be indefinite (wa-rmt jnk “a man of mine”), or if a 

noun is already definite by virtue of a demonstrative article (pAy-rmt jnk “this man of mine”) 
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or the definite nb “every” (rmt nb jnk “every man of mine”, “each of my men”).  Excep-

tionally it is found with a noun with the definite article (nA-wDAw qnw swt “the many amulets 

of his”).  The old absolute pronoun has not preserved the distinct feminine forms, rather it 

uses the masculine forms as communis.  For the 2nd and 3rd persons plural, a different Middle 

Egyptian construction appears to be used (n≠tn-jmy).  

Until dynasty XX, the old absolute pronoun is also used as a nominal predicate (afterwards, 

the absolute pronoun is found in this use;  note that the 1st persons singular and plural are 

shared by both paradigms:  jnk, jnn):  jnk sw m xt  swt pA-hbny “it belongs to me, namely 

(the the thinds of) wood;  the ebony belongs to him” CG #43.  In respect to its syntax it 

behaves like a predicative adjective, as a pronominal subject appears in the form of an 

independent pronoun: jnk sw “it belongs to me” (nfr sw construction).   

Predicative, #twt sw# 

(12)  KRI II 93 (Qadesh poem § 308) 

   

 jr pA-tA n Kmt pA-tA n ≈⋲tA   twt st 

“The land of Egypt and the land of Khatti, they are yours”. 
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6.5  OVERVIEW OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUN 

Part I:  The absolute pronouns 

Predicate Subject of nominal 
predicate 

“belongs to me” “…of mine” 

Absolute pronoun Absolute pronoun / 
demonstr. pronoun 

Absolute pronoun /  
possessive absolute pronoun 

possessive absolute 
pronoun 

jnk — (anok) jnk — (anG-) jnk sw/st/N — jnk 

ntk — (Ntok) ntk — (NtK-) ntk sw/st/N twt sw/st/N — twt 

ntt — (Nto) ntt — (Nte-) ntt sw/st/N twt sw/st/N — twt 

ntf — (Ntow) — pAy (pe) ntf sw/st/N swt sw/st/N — swt 

nts — (Ntos) — tAy (te) nts sw/st/N swt sw/st/N — swt 

jnn — (anon) jnn — (an-) jnn sw/st/N — jnn  

nttn — (NtvtN) nttn — (NtetN-) nttn sw/st/N n≠tn-jmy sw/st/N — n≠tn-jmy 

ntw (†ntsn) — 

    (Ntooy) 
— nAy (ne) ntw sw/st/N n≠sn-jmy sw/st/N — n≠sn-jmy 

Corresponding constructions with a substantive (N) in the place of the pronoun 

N — (— N) — N, N — — n-sw/st N — n N 

 

Part II:  The dependent and suffix pronouns 

Subject of adj.  
   predicate 
Object of verb 

Object of  
   verb 

Subject of  
   adverbial  
   predicate 

Suffix  
pronoun9 

Possession alienable  

Dependent pronoun New 
pronoun 

New pronoun Suffix 
pronoun 

Possessive pronoun / possessive 
article 

— wj  — tw≠j tw≠j — (<-) —≠j p/t/nAy≠j(-) (pvç/tvç/noyç10) 

— tw  — tw≠k tw≠k — (k-) —≠k p/t/nAy≠k(-) (pvk/tvk/noyk) 

— tw  — tw≠t tw≠t — (te-) —≠t p/t/nAy≠t(-) (pv/tv/noy) 

— sw — sw sw — (≠ w-) —≠f p/t/nAy≠f(-) (etc.) 

— sw — sw sw — (s-) —≠s p/t/nAy≠s(-) 

— n  — tw≠n tw≠n — (tN-) —≠n p/t/nAy≠n(-) 

— tn  — tw≠tn tw≠tn — (tetN-) —≠tn p/t/nAy≠tn(-) 

— st (†sn) — st st — (se-) —≠w  
(†—≠sn) 

p/t/nAy≠w(-)  
(†p/t/nAy≠sn(-)) 

Corresponding constructions with a substantive (N) in the place of the pronoun 

— N — N N — — N  
(— n N) 

p/t/nA(-n)-N (pa/ta/na) 

                                                
9 Four uses: (1) subject of verb (“suffix conjugation”); (2) object, with infinitives; (3) complement of 
prepositions; (4) inalienable possession. 
10 As possessive article:  pa-/ta-/na-, pek-/tek-/nek-. 
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Synopsis of the possessive constructions 

1.  Inalienable possession, the pronoun rendering the noun phrase definite:   

noun + suffix pronoun sn≠f “his brother” 

2.  Alienable possession, the pronoun rendering the noun phrase definite:   

possessive pronoun (article) + noun pAy≠f-pr “his house” 

3.  Pronoun not rendering the noun phrase definite:   

noun + possessive absolute pronoun 

 (wa-/pAy-)pr swt “a house of his” / “this house of his” 

4.  Predicative expression of possession:   

(possessive) absolute pronoun + noun ntf / swt pA-pr “the house belongs to him” 

Possessive expressions combined with nb  “all” : 

pAy≠k-gbj nb “any damage/debt of yours” 

pAy≠j-jnk nb “all my (?) belongings” 

pAy≠tn-stp nb “any selection among you” 

pA-swt nb “all his property” 

jxt nb jnk  “all that is mine” 

xr m-dj HAty≠k m-sA rmt nb twt “don’t be concerned about anyone of your men” 

m wpwt nb twt “any mission of yours” 

sHn nb swt “any business of his”  
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7  The Numbers 

7.1  CARDINAL NUMBERS 

Note. The following table is of theoretical impact only.  Apart from 1, numbers are always 

rendered  in cipher, rather than phonetically. 

  LEgn., masc. Coptic S, masc. LEgn., fem. Coptic S, fem. 

1  wa oya wat oyei 

2  
snwj snay sntj sNte   

3  
xmtw éomNt xmtt éomte  

4  
fdw ètooy fdt èto(e) 

5  
djw <oy djt <(e) 

6  sjsw sooy sjst so(e)  

7  sfxw saéW sfxt saéwe 

8  xmnw émoyn xmnt émoyne  

9  psdw cis, cit psdt cite  

10  mdw mht mdt mhte 

 
  LEgn. Coptic   LEgn. Coptic 

    100  
S(n)t ée 

20  
Dwtj ? èoyvt 200  

S(n)tj éht 

30  
mabA maab 300  

xmtt S(n)t éomte Née 

40 ,  Hmj àme 400  fdt S(n)t wtoe Née 

50  
dyw taioy 500  

djt S(n)t tie Née 

60  
sjsyw*) se 1000  

xA éo 

70  sfxyw éèe 10000  dba tba 

80  xmnyw àmene 100000  Hfn  

90  psdyw pStaioy 1000000  
HH  

Morphological concord of numbers 1 to 10 is theoretical, as the spelling is not reliable.  
However, Coptic shows that concord must have still existed, though in vocalisation only.  
Number 1 is nuclear, i.e., it precedes the item counted, whereas number 2 usually follows it.  
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Numbers 3 to 9 are nuclear, the item counted is usually annexed as a direct genitive;  similarly 
the numbers from 10 onward, though it is usually the indirect genitive that is used. 

1:    jw≠j (Hr) TAy wa-dbn n Hd “I stole one deben 
of silver”. 

2:    ktj mdtj sntj “two more statements (of evidence)”.  

Number 1 is singular, number 2 is dual, all higher numbers, and number phrases, are 
singular in concord. According to the Coptic evidence, it must be assumed that the expression 
of the items counted is in the singular form. The number phrase (up to 100) has the gender of 
the item counted. 

 pAy-6 rmt “these six men”. Mayer A 1.19 (KRI VI, 805).  

 tAy≠j 3 n Xrd “my three daughters”RAD 48, 12). 

 pA-20 n hÚbs “the twenty lamps”. Turin Necropolis Journal 
1, 1 (RAD 64, 2).  

pA-100 n dbn n sntr “the one-hundred deben of incense”.   

However, number phrases from 200 to 900 are feminine (in Coptic: masculine). 

 tA-365 (xmtt-Snt sjsyw djw) n ntr “the 365 gods” (in Coptic: 
péomNt Née (mN) se<oy Nnoyte).  

Although the numbers are singular, the whole phrase of number plus noun is plural. 

 pAy-3 dpw aAyw “these three big blocks”; the 
attributive adjective is clearly in the plural form. 

In indications of measure or weight, in counts, etc., the figures follow upon the item 

counted, as is usual in Middle Egyptian writing:  dbn 3 “deben 3”;  s 300 

“300 men”;  mH 30 “30 cubits”;   rnpt 4 “four years”. 

7.2  ORDINAL NUMBERS 
“First” is tpy, or HAwty. All other ordinal numbers are formed by the noun (I.)mH, feminine 
(I.)mHt (originally a substantivised participle, “he who makes full”).  

 ktj st mHt 2 tAy “another place (= tomb), that is a second one”. 

 jw≠j (m) mH-4 Hmt “I being the fourth wife” . 
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mH is also expanded by numeral phrases with the inverted word order: mH plus {noun—
number}. 

 mH hrw 3 n mty “third day of examination” . 

 mH mdt sntj “a second matter”.   

The ancient formation, cardinal number plus -nw, fem. -n.t, is classical style. 

 Hm-ntr sn-nw n jmn-ra nswt ntrw 
“Second Prophet of Amen-Ra‘ king of the gods”.  B.  The Adverb 

 

1  The Adverb Proper 

1.1  SIMPLE ADVERBS 
The simple adverbs of the old stock are very few in number: 

, , ,   jm “there” (Mmay). 

, ,   dj “here” (tai), “there” (th);  probably a dialectal variant of aA, idem. 

,   tnw “where ?” (tvn;  originally Tnw). 

Other simple adverbs are probably petrified stative forms, 3rd person masc. sing. in 
impersonal use (*“it having come back”, etc.). 

 an “again”, back”, “already”, “yet” (cf. ann “to return; to turn back”). 

  aqA “correctly”, “exactly” (cf.  aqA “to be accurate; to make accurate”). 

  wAw “far away”; “long time past” (cf. wAj “to be far”). 

 As “quickly” (cf. As “to hurry”). 

,   drj “strictly, strenuously” (cf. Drj “to be firm”): sxrw≠f 
nb drj “really all of his plans” P. Anast. V, 10, 4. 

Whereas the adverbs mentioned are used as complements of verbs and as adverbial 
predicates, the following is found after predicative adjectives. 

  wsj “very” (*wsr.w “it being mighty” ? or rather from ADJECTIVE-wj sw, -wj sj ?): 
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ndm wsj pAy≠k-Sm.t r wAst “So very pleasant is your march to Thebes” P. Anast. II, 5, 2–3. 

 

1.2  COMPOSITE ADVERBS 

Many adverbs are composed of preposition plus noun. 

  m-mnt “daily” (Mmhne); mnt seems to be attested in this phrase only. 

  m pA-hrw “today” (Mpooy). 

  (m) dwA “early”. 

  m grH “at night”. 

   m rwhA “in the evening”. 

  (m) tA-wnwt “immediately” (Nteynoy). 

  r-SAa-nHH “forever” (éa eneà). 

  r-Hry “up” (eàraei, B ehr/i). 

  r-Xry “down” (eàraei, B eqr/i). 

  r-Xnw “in”, “into” (eàoyn). 

  m-Xnw “inside”, “in the interior” (Nàoyn). 

,   r-bl “out” (ebol). 

    m-dwn (2x) “constantly” (Ntooyn). 

    m-Ss (2x) “very”. 

  ´m-mjtt and    r-mjtt “likewise”. 

  mj-nA “like this”. 

  r-jqr “very (much)”. 
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The absolute use of nouns is much more rarely found;   ra nb “every day”, e.g., is 
seemingly a classicism. In other cases it is not clear whether the noun is used absolutely, or 
the preposition (m, r) is just omitted in writing. 

The following are of adverbial appearance, though they are neither used to complement a 
verb, nor as adverbial predicates. Their function corresponds to that of paratactic conjunctions 
of modern languages. 

  m-r-a “too”, “also”: jn jnk bAk n pA-jrj wd≠k m-r-a “Am I also (in the position 
of) a servant to the one who has sent you?” LES 68, 7–8 (Wen. 2,13). 

  m r-pw “or”: nfr m-r-pw bjn “either good or bad” P. DM 4, rt. 8f. 

  “further”, “else”: bn jw≠j (r) dj.t skA≠k gr “I will not let you plough again” P. 
Berlin 8523, 6.  

 
2  The Prepositions 

2.1  SIMPLE PREPOSITIONS 

Several prepositions show a particular form when being expanded by a suffix pronoun, in 
particular, by a plural form. When being expanded by a noun, prepositions are proclitic, i.e. 
they do not bear any stress, and are consequently of reduced phonetical substance.  When 
joined to a pronoun, however, it is the preposition that bears the stress.  

 Pre-nominal form r  Pre-pronominal form jr≠  
 r pAy≠f-sn “to his brother” (e-pe_w-son) jr≠tn “to you” (erv_tN) 

,   m;  pre-pron. , ,  jm≠, “in”, etc. (N-, Mmo_). 

,  r; with singular pronoun , with plural pronoun  ’r≠ (i.e., jr≠) “to”, etc.  
(e-, ero_, but erv_tN). 

 n, in pre-pronominal use the same, “for”, etc. (n-, na_). 

 Hr; with singular pronoun the same, with plural pronoun often , , 

 or similar, Hr≠ “on” (ài-; the pre-pronominal form, àivv_, however, is an 
innovation, from Hr jAt≠ “on the back of”). 

 Xr, in pre-pronominal use more or less the same, “under” (àa-, àaro_, but 
àarv_tN). 
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Another inherited preposition is xft “corresponding”.  mj “like” is mostly replaced by mj-qd 
(on which see below); Hna is restricted to coordination of phrases, “and”, otherwise the 
following is used in its stead. 

There is a newly formed simple preposition, ,  ’rm “with” 
(mN-, B nem-; nMma_; from r rm(n) “to the side of”?).  

2.2  COMPOUND PREPOSITIONS  

Typically consisting of preposition plus noun, partly infinitives. Highly increased in number, 

as compared with Middle Egyptian.11 

m-bAH “in front of” (= Coptic Mmaà-). 

m-sA (Coptic Nsa-, Nsv_) “behind”, “after”. 

Hr-sA “after” (of time). 

n-HA “behind” (HA “occiput”) 

m-dj “at” (cf. Coptic Nte-, Nta_; continues ancient m-a ). 

r-gs “beside” “near”. 

(Hr-)awj “in the charge of” 

r-hAw “in the time of” (hAw “period”). 

(m-)Hr-jb “in the midst of”. 

m-Xnw “inside” “amongst”(= Coptic àN-). 

(r)-Xny(-r) “into” (Coptic eàoyn). 

r-mjtt-n “as” “according to” . 

Hr-HAt-n “before”, “in front of” (= Coptic ài tàh N-...; HAt “front side”). 

r-HAt “before” (Coptic eàht-). 

mj-qd “like” (qd “nature, form”). 

m-Drt “in the hand of” (Coptic NtN-, Ntoot_; Drt “hand”). 

Xr-Drt “in the charge of” (Coptic àatN-, àatoot_). 

Hr-DADA-n “on top of” (= Coptic àièN-, àièv_; DADA “head”). 

Hr-pHwy(-n) “behind”, “at the back of” (Coptic ài-paàoy N-; pHwj “end, back”). 

Hr-st-r-n “because”, “on account of” (st-r “utterance; authority”). 

nfryt-r “as far as”, “until” (nfryt “limit”).) 

                                                
11 Enumeration mostly after Černý & Groll, 112–125. 
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wpw(-Hr) “except for” (wpj “to separate”). 

(r-)SAa(-r) “until”, “as far as” (Coptic éa-, éaro_; SAa “to begin”). 

(r-)SAa(-m) “from”, “since”. 

r-jwd “between”, “as an obligation upon” (Coptic oyte-, oytv_; jwd “to lie between”). 

r-dbA “in exchange for” (= Coptic etbe, etbhht_) (DbA “to replace”). 

wjA.tw(?) “except for” (wjA ‘to reject‘). 

(r-)qAr(-n) “beside” , “near” (qrj “to come near”;  or stative qrj.w “to be close”). 

n-Aby “through desire of”, “in order to” (Abj “to wish, covet”). 

m-HAw-Hr “more than” (cf. Coptic Nàoyo e-; HAw “increase”). 

3  Adverb Syntax 

3.1 ADVERBIAL COMPLEMENT. 
Adverbials typically complement a verb.   

 jx-Dd=tn n jmn  “Please say to Am¨n”  

 jw=w (Hr) gm(.t)≠j m mtr n dbA  

“and they found me in the vicinity of Edfu”  

Temporal complements are typically fronted (topicalised; introduced by jr). 

    xr jr m rwhA n hrw 

sn-nw   jw≠w (Hr) jj.t n≠j “and then, in the evening of the second day, they came to 

me”  

3.2  ADVERBIAL SENTENCE. 

Adverbials that are basically of locative nature may be predicative (sentence with adverbial 

predicate — the PRESENT). 

 sw tnw “where is he ?” 

 sw m sSr “It is in order”.  

 


